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34 of 34 review helpful Recommended to anyone with an interest in psychology By Carson Sells A fun to read easy to 
understand introduction to mind perception morality and why lifelike robots are not to be trusted Recommended to 
anyone with an interest in psychology particularly those wanting to explore how our impressions and preconceptions 
of people affect our everyday lives Great read 39 of 40 review helpful ldquo Compelling and so beautifully written 
hellip rsquo The Mind Club rsquo deftly brings the most up to date research about other minds to readers of all 
backgrounds It may cause you to think differently about crime and punishment about business transactions and health 
care and even about the upcoming elections Things might just start looking up rdquo ndash The Wall Street 
JournalFrom dogs to gods the scienc If we could only mind read we would know how our first date or job interview 
really went In reality we understand little about what goes on in the minds of others even those we think we know best 
According to psychologists Wegner and Gray you can never 
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